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Protein Shakes and Smoothies

Written by Julie Cottrell, MS, RD, LD

Protein shakes and smoothies can be a convenient way to get your protein and have a meal all at once. They can also

make a quick snack, or be used as a pre- or post-workout tool. They can be tasty and filling, and made “on demand” with

little risk of food waste. They may also help with weight loss when used as a meal replacement. For all of these reasons

and more, it is important to consider these as a menu option. Whether opting for a pre-made shake or one you make

yourself, we must learn to read labels for ingredients and macronutrients to help us make the healthiest product choice.

This handout will guide you in this process by using the tools below.

Questions to ask as you compare products:

❏ How many ingredients are in this product?

A goal of a healthy diet is to minimize use of processed foods while choosing foods with the least amount of

ingredients. Shake mixes are a “processed food item” - we must recognize this from the start. However,

there could be valuable “extra” ingredients included in the shake. So, when comparing products, “less

ingredients” may not always be the best choice. But DO look out for preservatives, food coloring and other

unnecessary or unhealthy ingredients.

❏ How is it sweetened? With Sugar? With Sugar substitutes? Which ones?

Avoid any that contain added sugar; that’s something we don’t need! For sugar substitutes, avoid ones that

contain sucralose or aspartame. Instead, choose ones sweetened with stevia, erythritol or monk fruit.

❏ How many carbs per serving?

The amount of carbs you can tolerate is individual. While following a lower-carb plan, a shake that has

10-15 grams may be acceptable. If you are following Keto, choose one that has 0-5 grams per serving.

❏ Is there adequate protein per serving?

Look for one that has at least 20 grams, but preferably 25-30 grams protein per serving.

❏ What is the source of the protein?

Protein from animal sources has a more complete nutrition profile; however, a vegetarian shake may also

provide valuable protein if that is your preference.

❏ How many calories per serving?

Will you use this as a snack or as a meal? For a snack (or something that will “bridge the gap” between

meals), <200 calories is a good amount. If it will serve as a meal (particularly if you will add some

“mix-ins” to it), 300-350 calories total could be acceptable (shake plus mix-ins).

❏ What extra ingredients are included? Vitamins? Minerals? Phytonutrients?

Many shakes are fortified with vitamins and minerals as well as other phytonutrients, and/or other

health-supporting ingredients. Some of these may be valuable to you; just beware that the addition of too

many “extras” could trigger a reaction by your body, if it is something you don’t tolerate.

❏ Ready-to-Drink versus Powder + Mix-ins?

Ready-to-drink shakes are convenient, but you have less control of ingredients. Watch out for sugar

substitutes as well as inflammatory oils. When you make it yourself, unsweetened almond or coconut milk

makes a healthy base; to this you add a scoop of the shake mix plus other optional ingredients. These may

include healthy fats like nut butter or avocado; veggies; collagen protein; ice to thicken it; or a small

serving of frozen berries. You must calculate the macros based on mix-ins.

Other things to keep in mind

A shake is liquid energy. Because it is in liquid form, nutrients in the shake will be absorbed more quickly than

whole foods/meals that require more digestion. You may feel extremely energized and hydrated soon after drinking

it; but the energy may not last as long as food that takes longer to digest. If you are looking for something to boost

your energy level prior to exercise, or to replenish you after exercise, these can do the trick. They may also be a

satisfying “bridge” between 1st meal and 2nd meal, for those who choose a 2-meal-per-day plan. They could also

serve as a late breakfast. But if you are looking for something that will provide longer-lasting energy (beyond 3

hours), a shake may not be the best choice. Also, consider adding a little fat to it (avocado, nut butter or full-fat

coconut milk) to help slow the absorption and extend the time it takes to digest it.
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POWDER-BASED SHAKES - OPTIONS TO CONSIDER

PRIME PROTEIN - Made from grass-fed beef

Buy on Amazon or at www.EquipFoods.com

● This is a shake you make yourself from a powder

● Calories are reasonable at 110-120/scoop

● Protein is in goal range (24 grams)

● Carbs are less than 1 gram

● Ingredient list is minimal

● Protein source is grass-fed beef

● Sweetness comes from stevia

● This product must be ordered online

● Comes in chocolate, vanilla and strawberry

● Cost is <$60 per bag of 30 scoops; <$2.00/serving; can

decrease the cost by using subscribe-and-save

BONE BROTH PROTEIN by Ancient Nutrition

Buy on Amazon or at www.draxe.com

A similar product is made by

Renovatio, and sold on Amazon

● This is a shake you make yourself from a powder

● Calories are reasonable at 100/scoop

● Protein source is chicken bone broth

● Protein is in a good range (20 grams/scoop)

● 19 amino acids plus chondroitin, hyaluronic acid and

glucosamine for joint support

● Contains <1 g fat and 2 carbs

● Ingredient list is short but does contain a few “extras”

● Sweetness comes from stevia and luo hun guo

● Comes in chocolate, vanilla and pure

GREENWISE - Whey-based protein shake mix

Buy at Publix

● This is a shake you make yourself from a

powder.

● Calories are reasonable at 80/scoop.

● Protein is 15 grams; will need to use 1 ½

scoops per shake in order to bump up the

protein.

● Carbs are low at 1 gram/scoop for vanilla;

chocolate has 6 grams/scoop.

● Ingredient list is minimal; stevia is the

sweetener.

● Price is very reasonable at <$15 per

container (17 total svgs).  If you use 1 ½

scoops/shake its less than $1.40/shake.

Shake flavors include:

Vanilla (Gluten-Free)

Chocolate (Gluten-Free)
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PLANT-BASED OPTIONS TO CONSIDER

VEGA SHAKE

Buy at Walmart and other stores

● This is a shake you make yourself from a powder

● Protein source is pea protein. Has 20 grams protein per scoop;

however, plant protein does not provide all amino acids so 1 ½

scoops would be preferred

● Has 8 grams of carbs/serving and 4 grams fiber

● Has “extra ingredients” (veggie & fruit blend)

● Stevia is the sweetener

● GARDEN OF LIFE makes a similar product; per scoop, it has 110

calories, 22 g protein, 2 g carbs; it also has sprouted grains,

probiotics and digestive enzymes included.

● TRUVANI also makes a high quality vegan shake but must be

ordered online @ www.shop.truvani.com.  Per scoop it has 130

calories, 20 g protein, 5 g carbs.

READY-TO-DRINK SHAKES

Most ready-made shakes currently on the market use sucralose as the sweetener. The ones that use more favorable

sweeteners are usually plant-based. As new products become available, I will update this handout.

ORGAIN ORGANIC GRASS-FED PROTEIN

~Honorable Mention~

PREMIER PROTEIN SHAKE

~Not recommended~

An animal-based, ready-to-drink shake; it

contains 26 grams of quality protein. Stevia is the

sweetener. The one unfavorable ingredient is

sunflower oil. Be careful, there are many different

ORGAIN shakes and many of them fall short of my

criteria for having adequate protein, minimal

carbs and sugars and no unfavorable ingredients.

Read the ingredients before purchasing!

A popular, convenient shake

available at Walmart, Sam’s Club

and other stores. It has 30 grams of

protein per serving with only 4

grams of carbs. However, it is

sweetened with sucralose. For this

reason, I cannot recommend it.

As of June 2021, here are some ready-to-drink PLANT-BASED shakes I can recommend:

Note that these are all plant-based shakes so the amino acid profile is less complete. They also contain more carbs (which

may be ok if you tolerate more carbs). A bonus: most of these also contain more fiber and phytonutrients.

KAOI Protein EVOLVE REBBL

Sold at Whole Foods or

online. Comes in a

variety of flavors. Per

container: 190 calories,

13 g carb (7 g fiber), 18

g protein, 7 g fat.

Sold at Walmart and

Costco. Per container:

140 calories, 17 g carb

(10 g fiber), 20 g

protein, 2.5 g fat. Uses

cane sugar + stevia.

Sold at Whole Foods.

Per container: 250

calories, 27 g carbs (6 g

fiber), 16 g protein, 8 g

fat.
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FAVORABLE VS UNFAVORABLE OPTIONS

The following list is NOT comprehensive. There are more products on the market than can be evaluated and

listed here. However, the following products represent ones commonly found. Also note that some of these

brands sell multiple variations of products; some will “make the cut” while others will not. ALWAYS READ THE

INGREDIENTS LISTS!

SPECIFIC SHAKES/BRANDS TO CONSIDER:

These use acceptable sugar alternatives and other

more favorable ingredients.

SPECIFIC SHAKES/BRANDS TO AVOID:

These contain sucralose or other artificial sweeteners

and/or too much sugar and/or unhealthy oils.

● Ancient Nutrition

● Ascent Native Fuel (Whey)

● Garden of LIfe

● Ka’Chava

● Levels Grass-Fed Whey

● Momentous

● Olly Plant Powered Protein

● Orgain Simple

● Perfect Keto Whey Protein Shake

● Prime Protein by Equip Foods

● Renovatio

● Truvani

● Atkins

● Body Fortress

● Bolthouse Farms Protein Plus

● Boost

● Ensure Max Protein

● Equate Protein Shakes

● Fairlife Core Power Complete

● Gatorade Protein

● Iconic Protein

● Isopure

● Kellogg’s Special K Shakes

● Muscle Milk

● Orgain (most products)

● OWYN

● Optimum Nutrition Performance Whey Isolate

● Premier Protein

● Pure Protein

● Quest Protein Shake

● Slim Fast

PROTEIN SHAKE RECIPE

See PDF “Protein Shakes” for help selecting a high quality shake. I personally like this

brand (left). It can be found @ www.equipfoods.com.

To make a shake: I simply start with 8-10 oz water (or unsweetened almond or

coconut milk), add a scoop of the protein powder + lots of ice + optional monk fruit or

stevia for extra sweetness, then blend in a single-serve blender.

To the chocolate one I like to add ¼ avocado (makes it rich and creamy); to the vanilla

or strawberry one, I like to add “coconut milk ice cubes” (see below).

To make “coconut milk ice cubes”: Get a can of full-fat coconut milk (or a carton of

unsweetened coconut milk) and pour into an ice cube tray and freeze. The frozen

cubes can be stored in a container and already portioned for you when you make your

shake.
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